PANAL

SIMPLE. SOCIAL.
SPUR-OF-THEMOMENT.

“Panal” is Spanish for “honeycomb,”
the inspiration behind this lively,
creative, hexagonal collection.
Modular and symmetrical by design,
Panal configures into an endless
array of touchdown spots and loungeworthy landscapes. Alone, connected,
or alongside other collections, Panal
offers endless opportunities for social
interaction and the pursuit of new ideas.

PA NAL C O L L A B O R A T I V E S E T T I N G

FORM. FUNCTION. FACE-TO-FACE
In numerous sizes, Panal elements arrange into casual meeting zones for people to meet and
mingle, schedule a meeting or show up unannounced. Varying levels of visual and sound privacy
can be achieved, with low-, mid-, and high-backed options available.

MOVE AT A MOMENT’S NOTICE
With casters added, Panal promotes seamless
movement and the re-creation of new settings.
In corporate or education environments,
this means people have more control, greater
autonomy, and boundless flexibility.

INSPIRATION TO DRAW FROM
Intended for scribbles, doodles, and casual
note-taking, Panal tables and ottomans are
available with marker board laminate tops.
Marker and eraser holders ensure creative
tools are always close at hand.

S T A TE M E N T OF LIN E
Arm Components

Mobile Ottoman

Table Components

P ANAL OP E N S P A C E S O L U T I O N S

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
ID I

IDI’s original concept for Panal was derived from an extensive tour of
Morocco in 2015. During tours of ancient Islamic sites, the designers
encountered geometric patterns over and over again. Their fascination
with geometric art was key in the development of Panal.
Headed by EKO’s founder, Dustin Jones, IDI embraces a long history of
making custom products to meet the demands and desires of its clients.
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